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About This Game

The Groupies have invaded, and Shannon Tweed has had enough! Cougars, slugs, beauty queens, and bimbos - they all want a
shot at the fame that comes with getting a rockstar. These groupies are relentless and Shannon isn’t going to back down without
a fight. Join her in her battle to stop crazed groupies from getting Her Man! It’s not going to be easy, but with a little help from

some celebrity friends, you can help Shannon end the groupie invasion.

Features:
- Unlock celebrity characters

- Power up and gain new, hilarious weapons!
- Unlock comedic groupie characters

- Featuring celebrity voiceovers by Shannon and Sophie Tweed-Simmons
- Unlock exclusive, never before seen content from behind the scenes
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Princess Remedy 2 is an interesting blend between a single screen top-down shooter and JRPG with graphics heavily
reminiscent of old PC games, notably the ZX Spectrum. If you're not sure whether you'll like this game, I'd recommend trying
Princess Remedy In A World of Hurt. It's completely free, and in a way could be seen as a demo of this game. In a way. This
game is about as long as Princess Remedy 1. It does have a new 'Dating' mechanic which changes your special attack in battle.
This can range from a landmine, flasks like in the first game, a short-range laser, and a larger flask. You can date any NPC in
the game. The game also adds a little checkmark when you've 100%ed an overworld area, something the first game would have
benefited greatly from. My first playthrough on normal took 53 Minutes, and I 100%ed the game thanks to that feature. When
you finish the game, you get a little cutscene with the character you were dating at the time of beating the final boss, similar to
the first game. The game is fairly challenging, with higher difficulty levels available for those looking for a harder (Or lesser)
challenge, though even a fairly casual player should be able to beat the game on Normal without getting angry. The game relies a
lot on humor and charm to sell itself, similar to titles such as Earthbound, and while I can't say I think the humor is as solid as in
a game like Earthbound, it's still definitely worth checking out. Simply put, try the free game, and if you like it, support the
developers by buying the sequel, it's definitely worth it in my opinion, especially at it's very low price point.. Bloody walls is a
very fun and challenging game, which has a pixel look that makes the game to look way more simple and easier.
But that's only what it shows, it has a few missions and levels which make this a fast game, that's only if you are prepared since
you won't be able to finish it on your first try as each monster here has a different weakness and strategy to defeat it but as you
play more and more then after each failure you take as opportunity to learn and addapt you get the grasp of how stuff here work
but the game has it planned since with each time you play the levels change a bit as you remember where stuff are you hit play
and realise that they are in another place which in my opinion is very great since it makes you to work a little bit harder and
even make your anger and frustration to come out and as if that wasn't enough just as you finish the game and get all your
achievements the game hits you with a dlc you must purchase but hides in it more action, mobs, boss fights.
. Can i please get a refund i wanna get the other dlc's
. not a bad game.
its a fun arena game not to complex.
kills give you points to play as some of the stronger guys but even the 0 point grunt is a good fighter.. Apparently I bought this
game. Really?. Grand game!

 If you want a version that can be made to run better I think the GOG version is more appropriate: 
http://www.gog.com/game/patrician_3

They fix every compatibility issue that may arise and thanks to GOG Galaxy the same services as Steam are offered, as good as
it gets for old games. Technical support works better.

Additionally a similar and really good game - Port Royale, the first one is also on GOG:
http://www.gog.com/game/port_royale
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Could be funny. But my friend and I tried it and it was too slow. May be good for some, but is too slow for us.. This game is
♥♥♥♥ing awesome !!!. Beautiful enchanting artwork, relaxing music, a moment of zen. The video game equivalent of a day at
the spa.. Just watch the trailer don't add to library, good for hype not much else. Moistwetty's way to the top starts here.. This
game is amazing.

Also, I want this soundtrack. 9000\/10

In all seriousness, the game is actually quite fun and a good way to spend an hour or so. I was brought here by Jim Sterling's let's
play, and I gotta say, I think it's worth the asking price, IMO anyway.

It's a short game, making it easy to complete, and is something truly special. Also, the stalking part will only further give me
more rhythm game nightmares...as if Drakengard 1 and 3 final boss encounters wasn't enough.

The soundtrack is amazing, especially the stalking part...I want that song now x_x. there are no brakes in this platform jumping
game
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